The Strength Between Sun and Shade

M Bar C Construction™

SOLAR CARPORTS ▪ CANOPIES ▪ GROUND MOUNTS ▪ SOLAR TRACKERS

Single-Source Solution —
M Bar C can handle large construction projects with tight schedules quickly and efficiently. M Bar C has extensive field experience, and the internal capabilities to design, engineer and build heavy or light gauge steel structures to meet virtually any challenge.

We subcontract with leading GC’s to fabricate and install extremely large solar projects. We also work with smaller developers - or offer additional support on large projects when external resources are unable to otherwise meet project demands.

Highly Qualified Crews —
Our multiple full-time crews are trained and certified for all types of installations, procedures, safety, and equipment operation. Our personnel abide by M Bar C standards, which include full compliance with Cal/OSHA.

Safety First —
Our impeccable reputation for safety and professionalism and extensive project experience assure top value and on-time delivery. M Bar C is compliant with Cal/OSHA safety programs, prevailing wage, and is licensed with the California CSLB, (Contractors State License Board, #869960).

Committed to Excellence —
M Bar C Construction, Inc. was established in 2005 - grown from M Bar C Carports originally founded in 1975. Today, M Bar C owns its own 26,000 (plus) square foot corporate offices and production facility located in San Marcos, California.

M Bar C Construction, Inc., is an industry leader in the design and construction of custom solar carports, ground mounts and shade structures. We have installed over 125 MW of solar structures across the Western U.S., averaging over 2.5 million square feet of steel structures built and installed per year.

DSA Pre-Check PV Canopies Available

— NEW 2010 CBC —
M Bar C Construction, Inc., in conjunction with 4 S.T.E.L. Engineering, Inc., provides a California Division of the State Architect (DSA) pre-check approval number for our PV canopy design and inverter pads, shortening school project submittals from months to days. Our pre-check is much more versatile than any others on the market.

Our Vision
M Bar C Construction, Inc. is a recognized world-class steel contractor, dedicated to superior construction practices, innovative product development and the highest production safety standards. We have completed multiple showpiece projects, delivering unconventional, high quality solutions to the most demanding industry challenges.

mbaronline.com  760.744.4131
M Bar C Construction, Inc. 674 Rancheros Drive, San Marcos, CA 92069
Commercial/Industrial Contractors —

**M BAR C Construction** will direct-partner or subcontract in order to help win the most challenging project opportunities. We work seamlessly with associate teams, subcontractors, stakeholders and local municipalities to assure safety and efficiency through each phase of every project. We are an expert at project pre-planning with accurate, highly detailed price schedules as well as careful logistical management of equipment, crews and materials.

By anticipating unforeseen and potential issues with soil conditions, abandoned underground utilities, environmental concerns, traffic flow, etc. we can respond to most challenges without significant affect on budget or completion schedules.

We offer specialized solutions for schools and military projects, including a DSA pre-check number that significantly shortens the permit process for our PV carports, canopies and pads.

Commercial Architects —

**M BAR C** recognizes the importance of seamless design consistency. Because architects demand the strictest attention to visual detail, we have honed our in-house capabilities to provide the required expertise. Our design and engineering staff works closely with architects and outside engineering firms to create carports and shade structures - both standard and solar - that incorporate the lines and finish materials of adjacent buildings. This is done without sacrificing strength or durability. Whether new construction, a remodel or an addition, **M BAR C** can assure a seamless visual integration for maximum aesthetic appeal.

Property Management & Owners —

**M BAR C Construction** is an invaluable resource for property owners and property management companies. As existing carports and shade structures age and deteriorate, **M BAR C** can provide a turnkey update or replacement solution. Our structures are designed to integrate well with surrounding buildings, and they’re built to last.

If repairs are needed due to tree, truck or weather damage, we can assess the damage and, in most cases, make all necessary repairs to existing steel structures.

Perhaps it’s time to add solar to an existing carport or shade structure. In some situations, **M BAR C** can retrofit existing steel structures, or design and build replacement structures with the proper specifications to optimize the available solar area.

We offer an almost unlimited variety of designs and material finishes for both solar and non-solar carports, including an array of roofing materials for new non-solar and custom facades for new solar structures.

---

### Why Choose M BAR C?

**SAFETY** — Our crews are highly trained to handle the latest materials and equipment, and maintain Cal/OSHA compliance at all times.

**RELIABLE** — We work hard to maintain the highest standards in design, materials, construction and project management.

**PRINCIPLES** — We’ve built **M BAR C** on the values of respect, integrity and a positive customer experience.

**ATTENTION TO DETAIL** — From the earliest planning stages to a clean work site at the end of each day, **M BAR C** is keenly aware of every aspect for each project.

**EFFICIENCY** — Our extensive and diverse experience allows us to maximize productivity without cutting corners. This assures maximum value and on-time project completion.

**COMMUNICATION** — **M BAR C** strives to establish and utilize effective, open channels of communication between all those involved in any project.

---

### What Can M Bar C Build for You?
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